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Abstract
In the “missing data” (MD) approach to noise robust automatic speech recognition (ASR),
speech models are trained on clean data, and during recognition sections of spectral data
dominated by noise are detected and treated as “missing”. However, this all-or-nothing hard
decision about which data is missing does not accurately reflect the probabilistic nature of
missing data detection. Recent work has shown greatly improved performance by the “soft
missing data” (SMD) approach, in which the “missing” status of each data value is represented
by a continuous probability rather than a 0/1 value. This probability is then used to weight
between the different likelihood contributions which the MD model normally assigns to each
spectral observation according to its “missing” status. This article presents an analysis which
shows that the SMD approach effectively implements a Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) decoding
strategy with missing or uncertain data, subject to the interpretation that the missing/not-missing
probabilities are weights for a mixture pdf which models the pdf for each hidden clean data input,
after conditioning by the noisy data input, a local noise estimate, and any information which may
be available. An important feature of this “soft data” model is that control over this “evidence
pdf” provides a principled framework not only for ignoring unreliable data, but also for focusing
attention on more discriminative features, and for data enhancement.
Keywords: Bayesian recognition, missing data, data utility, HMMs, robust ASR
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to explain how the theory of recognition with missing data was recently generalised to cover
the “soft missing data” model [3,12], and to show that while the strategy of the previous missing-data approach was
simply to detect and ignore missing data, in the new soft-data approach the central task becomes the estimation of a
clean data pdf to replace each noisy data value. The degree to which this pdf affects the recognition process is
controlled by its peakedness. This means that there is now scope for the detection not only of misinformative data (as
before) but also of uninformative data, which is also known to reduce model discrimination (or conversely of data
utility). Furthermore, as the mode of this pdf represents the most likely clean data value, pdf estimation also implicitly
includes data enhancement.
In Section 2 we introduce the core theory behind the “missing data” (MD) approach to noise robust ASR, and
describe briefly how data to be treated as missing is detected. Section 3 then explains how the “soft missing data”
(SMD) generalisation of missing-data ASR was introduced. Section 4 discusses results obtained so far with the SMD
model, and the implications of this model which remain to be tested.
2. Missing feature theory (MFT) in ASR
The “missing data” approach in ASR was initially motivated by studies within the telecommunications industry on
human speech perception [2,6] which showed that we are able to recognise most different speech sounds when a very
large proportion of the auditory nerve image is masked by noise. The aim of MD ASR is to exploit this redundancy in
the auditory image as a means of reducing the effect of data mismatch, in which a very large drop in recognition
performance often occurs when even a small part of the input data does not match the data used in model training. In
MD ASR [3,5,9,11,12,13] models are trained on clean speech only, and during recognition sections of (compressed)
spectral data dominated by noise are detected and treated as “missing”.
2.1 Missing-data detection
Missing feature detection is most commonly based on spectro-temporarily localised signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
estimation.
The method used for local SNR estimation for the results reported here was based on a simple procedure originally
used for speech enhancement by spectral subtraction. While the noise spectrum is often estimated in periods of non-
speech, here we simply used the average of the first 100 ms of spectral data in each utterance. See [5,8,10] for more
accurate (and more complex) methods for noise estimation.
On the basis of the “maximum assumption” (see Section 3.2), 0/1 MD mask values are set to 1 if the estimated SNR
is greater than zero, or else to 0, while SMD uses a sigmoid function to squash the local SNR estimate to obtain P(not
missing). See [3] for more details of “soft” mask estimation.
2.2 Bayesian Optimal Classification with Missing Data
It is common knowledge that when none of the observation data is uncertain, the class decision which maximises
the probability of correct classification is the MAP decision , and for a trained classifier
X
QMAP argmaxQP Q X( )=
IDIAP-RR 01-308
(1)
If clean data is partly missing or uncertain, and has pdf , then the optimum decision function (by the same
optimality criterion) is given [13] by
(2)
2.3 Normal Viterbi decoding with HMMs
We summarise here the equations used for decoding with normal HMMs. The Viterbi dynamic programming
procedure provides a rapid approximation of the MAP objective in Eq.1. As HMMs model rather than
, Bayes’ rule is used, together with the fact that  is the same for any choice of Q, to give
(3)
is not further considered here because it is not affected by missing data - though it is worth noting that
pronunciation and duration modelling become progressively more important as noise level increases.
For a particular state sequence , having state  at time , the usual Markovian independence assumption gives
(4)
where  is usually modelled by a mixture pdf
(5)
in which each pdf component  is a multivariate diagonal covariance Gaussian, for which
(6)
2.4 Viterbi decoding with hard missing data
For 0/1 mask values, the only effect of replacing the usual MAP objective in Eq.1 with the MD MAP objective in
Eq.2 is to replace “missing” factors  in Eq.6 by
(7)
Apart from a constant factor which is independent of the choice of (though which helps numerical stability when
the integral in Eq.7 tends to zero with ), Eq.7 results as a special case (for always = 0 or 1) from the SMD
generalisation which is presented later in Eq.17.
QMAP argmaxQP Q X Θ,( )=
X s X( )
QMAP argmaxQE P Q X Θ,( ) X s X( )∼[ ]=
P X Q( )
P Q X( ) P X Θ( )
QMAP maxarg QP Q Θ( )P X Q Θ,( )=
P Q Θ( )
Qa qa t( ) t
p X Qa Θ,( ) p xt qa t( ) Θ,( )
t
∏≅
p xt qk Θ,( )
p x qk Θ,( ) P m j qk Θ,( )p x m j qk Θ, ,( )
j
∑=
p x m j qk Θ, ,( )
p x m j qk Θ, ,( ) p xi m j qk Θ, ,( )
i
∏=
p xi m j qk Θ, ,( )
p xi m j qk Θ, ,( ) xid
0
xi obs,∫
Q
xi obs, ϕi
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3. Generalisation of MFT to soft missing data
While MD ASR has shown promising results in the past [9,13], the process of missing data detection is inherently
approximate, and recent work [3] has shown that the “soft missing data” approach, in which the “missing” status of
each data value is represented by a continuous probability rather than a simple 0/1 value, can lead to greatly improved
performance for insignificant extra cost (see Fig.3). In this section we show how continuous MD probabilities are
used in the SMD model to weight between the separate contributions to the data likelihood which were previously
used for “present” and “missing” data. We then discuss how the resulting model permits modelling of a more general
kind of data utility.
Soft MD Mask : each value assigned weight in [0,1]
Hard MD Mask : each value present or missing
SNR estimate
Figure 1. After SNR estimation, “hard MD” ASR applies threshold at SNR=0 to obtain hard “missing” decision.
“Soft MD” model squashes SNR estimate to give soft P(not missing) weight.
IDIAP-RR 01-3010
3.1 Viterbi decoding with soft missing data
For MAP decoding with soft data we must evaluate the expected posterior probability in Eq.2. The only approach we
have found in the literature for this purpose [1,4] cannot be applied here, because (1) MD detection here is
probabilistic, and (2) MD ASR does not assume any fixed noise model. Instead we can make direct use of the
expectation integral [13],
(8)
(9)
We now consider the form of the clean data pdf . Let knowledge on which the clean data pdf depends be divided
into three parts: the clean training data set (modelled by the clean data prior ), the observed noisy
utterance data , and any other knowledge (such as estimates of the local noise level at each point in ,
bounds constraining each observed value, estimated observation precision, data utility, and so on). Using Bayes’ rule,
and the independence assumption ,
(10)
Providing the pre-evidence prior  is very flat, it can be taken into the normalising constant , so that
(11)
where we will call the evidence pdf. Combining Eqs. 3, 9 & 11 now gives the key SMD
equation,
(12)
An important feature of (hard- and) soft MD is its ease of implementation, particularly within commonly used
diagonal covariance Gaussian mixture model based HMMs. With the assumption that ,
(13)
Therefore, as the integral of the mixture component sum is the sum of the integrals, the only difference between
HMM decoding with deterministic and probabilistic data is that the mixture component contribution in
Eq.5 is replaced by .
We will next present the simple present/missing components mixture pdf that was (implicitly) used for modelling
 in [3].
E P Q X Θ,( ) X s X( )∼[ ] P Q X Θ,( )s X( ) Xd∫=
P Q Θ( ) p X Q Θ,( )p X Θ( )--------------------------s X( ) Xd∫=
s X( )
p X Xtr( ) p X Θ( )=
Xobs κ( ) X
P Xtr Xobs,( ) P Xtr( )P Xobs( )=
p X Xtr Xobs κ, ,( ) p X Θ( )p X Xobs κ,( ) p X( )⁄=
p X( ) c( )
s X( ) cp X Θ( )p X Xobs κ,( ) cp X Θ( )s′ X( )= =
s′ X( ) p X Xobs κ,( )=
QMAP maxarg QP Q Θ( ) p X Q Θ,( )s′ X( ) Xd∫=
s′ X( ) s′ xt( )t∏≅
p X Qa Θ,( )s′ X( ) Xd∫
…
t
∏∫= p xt qa t( ) Θ,( )s′ xt( ) xtd∫
t
∏=
p x m j qk Θ, ,( )
p x m j qk Θ, ,( )s′ x( ) xd∫
s′ x( )
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3.2 Evidence pdf model for soft missing data
Missing-data mask probabilities here are based on local SNR estimates, which make use of the “maximum
assumption” that for compressed data (here this is cube-root compression),
(14)
In the “soft missing data” model for which results are reported in Fig.3, the SMD mask values are used to
weight between the likelihood contributions used in the hard MD approach for “present” and “missing” components.
In other words, for clean data the true data value is simply equal to the observed value, while missing data is subject
only to the bounds constraint . In this case the evidence pdf is modelled by a mixture pdf, for each
component , as
(15)
where is the Dirac delta function about , and is the uniform distribution over .
Assuming that  and substituting into the integral in Eq.13
(16)
Dirac delta pdf two-uniform
mixture
uniform-Dirac
delta mixture
Figure 2. Evidence PDF Model. Baseline HMM uses Dirac delta evidence pdf at obs. value (a). Hard MD uses
either uniform or Dirac pdf. SMD here uses a uniform-Dirac mixture pdf (b). Alternative soft data pdfs include a
two-uniform mixture (c), and a beta pdf (d).
beta pdf
0
observed
compressed
spectral value
(a) (b) (c) (d)
P clean( ) P SNR 0>( ) ϕ= =
P clean( )
x 0 xobs,[ ]∈
xi
s′ xi( ) P cln( )p xi cln( ) P cln¬( )p xi cln¬( )+=
ϕiδ xi xi obs,–( ) 1 ϕi–( )u 0 xi obs,,( )+=
δ xi xi obs,–( ) xobs u 0 xi obs,,( ) 0 xi obs,,[ ]
s′ xt( ) s′ xti( )i∏≅
p x m j qk Θ, ,( )s′ x( ) xd∫ p xi m j qk Θ, ,( )s′ xi( ) xid∫i∏=
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(17)
Here it could be argued that the “max” assumption in Eq.14 implies an alternative evidence pdf as follows:
(18)
This is a two-uniform pdf mixture (see Fig.2(c)),
(19)
where for compression , . Though plausible, this model would tend to soften the evidence
provided by all clean data values, and has not yet been tested.
4. Discussion
Test results. The initial “soft data” experiments in Fig.3 [3] compare the performance of different missing data
models against baseline Gaussian mixture HMM performance. The test used is the Aurora 2.0 task for speaker
p xi m j qk Θ, ,( )s′ xi( ) xid∫ ϕi p xi obs, m j qk Θ, ,( ) 1 ϕi–( )xi obs,------------------ p xi m j qk Θ, ,( ) xid0
xi obs,∫+=
s′ xi( ) p xi xi obs, κ,( ) P snr 0>( )p xi snr 0>( ) P snr 0≤( )p xi snr 0≤( )+= =
s′ xi( ) ϕiu xi snr0, xi obs,,( ) 1 ϕi–( )u 0 xi snr0,,( )+=
γ xi snr0, γ γ
1–
xi obs,( ) 2⁄( )=
0 10 20 clean
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
SNR/dB
WE
R
HMM baseline
1995: hard missing data
1998: hard MD with bounds
2001: soft MD with bounds
a-priori MD mask
Figure 3. Performance of different MD models against baseline Gaussian mixture HMM performance. Task is
Aurora 2.0 connected digits. SNR estimation uses noise spectrum = first 100 ms of signal. Results averaged
over 4 noise types. (No tests yet with utility estimation).
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independent continuous digits recognition [15]. Results shown here for the “soft data” model do not yet improve over
results for Aurora multi-condition training (not shown), but these initial tests used only a very simplistic form of SNR
estimation for MD mask estimation.
Advantages of MD approach in general. Although multi-condition training has produced good results, the
great potential for mismatch reduction by noise removal can only ever benefit systems which train on clean speech
alone. Yet speech restoration is not always possible, and it is better to have the ability to detect and ignore
uncorrectable data than to replace it with false data (each soft data pdf should be minimally informative). Strong
benefits are often gained with MD ASR even when mask estimation is very approximate. The benefit of excluding
mismatched data easily outweighs the cost of also losing a smaller amount of useful data.
Advantages of the SMD model. The clean data pdf estimation at the heart of the SMD model provides a
natural framework within which to incorporate techniques not only for noise detection, but also for noise removal
(where possible) and data utility estimation (for increased discrimination).
Attention modelling. The auditory system contains many mechanisms which could have a role in the focusing
of (conscious or pre-conscious) attention, which is known to play a crucial role in acoustic perception. For example,
neurons in the first stages of central auditory processing detect various acoustic features, such as phoneme transitions
[7], while frequency selectivity in the basilar membrane is actively controlled by feedback connections to the outer
hair cells. Acoustic event detection models [14,16] could possibly be used to downweight uninformative data, and
language models to focus the range of expected phonetic characteristics.
Noise removal. Many techniques are available for noise removal. SNR estimation should not be confined to
missing-data mask estimation.
Need for improved language modelling. A known weakness of HMM modelling is the inability of state
transition probabilities to sufficiently model temporal invariants. The relative importance of the duration/
pronunciation/ language model increases with noise level, so the term in Eq.12 holds a major potential for
improving robustness.
Need for improved data reliability estimation. MD ASR shows a strong advantage even with very
approximate MD mask estimation, but performance could easily be increased considerably in future by using more
advanced methods for missing data detection, such as those reviewed in [5].
Limitation to diagonal covariance models. While the MD ASR techniques described here offer a
practical solution to noise robust ASR, they can be applied only with diagonal covariance models. However, diagonal
covariance mixture models do permit some degree of covariance modelling.
5. Summary and conclusion
The “missing data” approach to robust speech recognition was recently improved by replacing discrete 0/1
P(missing) values by a continuous value in . In this paper it was shown how a generalisation of “missing data”
theory which was introduced to account for this “soft missing data” approach has resulted in a model where each
deterministic input data value is replaced by a hidden variable whose probabilistic value is represented by a pdf. This
“data utility” pdf is conditioned by all knowledge concerning the observation value, so this model provides a natural
framework for mismatch robust recognition, in which not only reliability estimation, but also noise removal and data
P Q Θ( )
0 1,[ ]
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salience estimation is incorporated into the clean data pdf estimation procedure. For optimal performance, this
analysis should be applied to training as well as to recognition.
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